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Abstract
In this paper we study precedence constrained scheduling problems, where the tasks can only be
executed on a speci ed subset of the machines. Each machine has a loading time that is incurred
only for the rst task that is scheduled on the machine in a particular run. This basic scheduling
problem arises in the context of machining on numerically controlled machines, query optimization in databases, and in other arti cial intelligence applications. We give the rst non-trivial
approximation algorithm for this problem. We also prove non-trivial lower bounds on best possible
approximation ratios for these problems. These improve on the non-approximability results that
are implied by the non-approximability results for the shortest common supersequence problem.
We use the same algorithmic technique to obtain approximation algorithms for a problem arising
in the context of code generation for parallel machines, and for the weighted shortest common
supersequence problem.

1 Introduction
In this paper we study precedence constrained scheduling problems. The tasks are denoted by the
vertex set of an acyclic graph. Precedence constraints are denoted by directed edges in the usual
way; an edge from i to j indicates that task i should be completed before task j can be started.
Each task needs to be scheduled on one of a speci ed subset of machines (for example, the machines
may have di erent capabilities).
The cost of executing a task can be decomposed into two components. One component is the
inherent execution time of the task itself. The other component is a loading time, which is the
setup time of the machine we choose to perform the task on. When we perform a set of tasks
consecutively on a particular machine, we incur the loading time only for the rst task performed
on the machine.
A schedule which is a feasible sequence of tasks, represents the order of execution of tasks. At
any time at most one task is executed, and the schedule speci es the machine on which each task
is executed. Every time the next task in the sequence is executed on a di erent machine than the
current one, the loading time of the new machine is incurred.
We call this basic problem the Loading Time Scheduling Problem (LTSP). A special case of this
problem was rst mentioned by Hayes [8] in the context of machining metal parts. The objective is
to start with a block of metal, and to use a numerically controlled machining center to cut a variety
of features into the block. Each geometric feature is a task, and there are precedence constraints
on the order in which certain tasks can be performed. Di erent methods may be used to perform
the tasks. Each method can be performed on the machining center, which can accomplish a variety
of di erent operations (drilling, end-milling, etc.), but can only perform one operation at a time.
When we are able to overlap the machining operations, we do not incur the loading time delay for
the machine repeatedly. (For example, when we do two drilling operations consecutively, we only
have to load the block of metal on the drilling machine once.) According to Hayes [8], this set-up
time is a large fraction of the time for each operation, sometimes as much as 90% of the time is
spent in setting up for one machining operation. All other times are relatively small compared to
the set-up time.
A second motivation given by Hayes [8] is shown in Fig. 1. (We are not solving the same problem,
but this explains some of the intuition behind the loading time scheduling problem.) Suppose we
have to run a few errands. The time to do each errand can be decomposed into the time to get to
the place where the errand is to be done, together with the time to actually do the task. The time
for performing the errand depends on whether we need to go to the location where the errand is
to be performed, or, whether we are already there. The optimal solution is to rst go home, then
to the grocery store, and nally to the post-oce. This is a more general problem where there is
a \switching" cost between machines. We handle the special case when the switching cost is the
sum of the loading and unloading costs.
An extensive survey of \operator overlap" problems in Arti cial Intelligence appears in the work
by Foulser, Li and Yang [5]. In particular, they discuss a variety of heuristics, with an average case
analysis for them, as well as empirical results. Other applications of overlapping operators arise in
databases when we try to do multiple query optimization [16].
A problem related to the Loading Time Scheduling Problem is the Shortest Common Supersequence problem [6, problem SR8]. Here, a collection of sequences over a xed alphabet is given, and
the goal is to nd a shortest common supersequence (SCS), such that all given sequences appear
as a subsequence in the common supersequence.
The previous results shown for the SCS problem by Jiang and Li [9] are hardness results for
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Figure 1: Motivation for the problem.
approximation, and a -approximation algorithm, where  is the size of the alphabet. Let n
denote the number of sequences. Speci cally, Jiang and Li [9] show that (i) SCS does not have
a polynomial time constant factor approximation algorithm, unless P = NP ; (ii) there exists a
constant  such that if SCS has a polynomial time approximation algorithm with ratio log n then
NP  DTIME (2poly log n). They also give algorithms that produce solutions close to the optimal
when the supersequences are random (see [9] for more details).
A generalization is the weighted shortest common supersequence(WSCS), where each letter
of the alphabet has a weight, and the weight of the supersequence is the sum of the weights
of its constituent letters. The WSCS problem is closely related to the LTSP by viewing the
alphabet letters as machines, loading times as weights on the alphabets and each sequence as
de ning precedence constraints between tasks (the precedence graph is a path). The objective
functions of the two problems di er in how they treat the case when the same letter appears
consecutively in a sequence. As an application of our results we show that we can obtain a approximation algorithm for the WSCS problem.
The literature concerning scheduling problems is very extensive (see e.g., [10]). However, it
appears that the speci c constraints on the Loading Time Scheduling Problem are very di erent
from the kinds of problems that have been previously considered in the scheduling literature.
A di erent motivation for our work stems from the design of compilers for multiprocessor architectures that use the fork-join model of parallelism. In a fork-join model, the only operations
available for expressing parallelism are fork (spawn a vertex's execution as a new thread of control), and join (wait for all previously forked threads to complete). The input is a DAG whose
vertices represent tasks and whose edges re ect all the control and data dependencies among these
instructions. The objective is to generate fork-join parallel code for the DAG, with minimum overall execution time. It is assumed that the parallel code would be executed on a machine with
unbounded number of processors and no communication overhead.
Sarkar [15] investigated this problem of generating maximally parallel code using only fork
and join operations to correctly satisfy all the control and data dependences in the program.
This problem is of interest when compiling for multiprocessor architectures and runtime systems
where fork-join is the only mechanism, or the most ecient mechanism, available for satisfying
dependences. In Section 1.2 we provide a detailed description of the problem, and its connection
to the Loading Time Scheduling Problem.

1.1 The Loading Time Scheduling Problem

Let the tasks be denoted by the vertex set of a directed acyclic graph G = (V; E ), where V =
f1; 2; : : :; ng. The precedence constraints are denoted in the usual way by directed edges; if there
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is an edge from i to j then i needs to be done before j .
Suppose there are  machines m1 ; : : :; m . Each task i can be performed only on a subset M (i)
of the machines (the machines have di erent capabilities). Each machine mj has a loading time
`(mj ). Any task i that can be performed on mj , (mj 2 M (i)), and which satis es the precedence
constraints, may be scheduled with an execution time of e(i). When we perform a set of tasks
consecutively on a particular machine, we pay the loading time only once. With these constraints,
we wish to minimize the total makespan. The execution times for all tasks are xed (the choice of
machine does not a ect the execution time), so we can assume that the execution times are zero,
and concentrate on minimizing the loading time. More formally,
1. The problem is to partition V into k subsets V1 [ V2 : : : [ Vk such that
8p = 1 : : :k; M (Vp) 6= ;:
where M (Vp) = \i2V M (i). In other words, all tasks assigned to set Vp share at least one
machine in common.
2. For each edge x ! y in E , if x 2 Vi and y 2 Vj we require that i  j .
P
3. The goal is to minimize kp=1 `(Vp), where `(Vp) = minm 2M (V ) `(mk ).
In many manufacturing applications [8, 3], typically, jM (i)j = 1. The tasks, for example, could
be drilling, end-milling, etc. Let the term job denote the block of metal mentioned earlier. The
following simple heuristic is commonly used in such applications. After constructing the task graph,
load the job on a machine, and perform the set of tasks that can be done on this machine, such
that they have no un nished pre-requisites. When there is a choice of machine, pick the machine
on which the largest set of jobs can be performed consecutively. Stop when all the tasks that are
ready to be performed cannot be done on the current machine the job is on. Now move the job
to a di erent machine (this incurs a loading time) and continue. Notice that, in general, the job
could be loaded on the same machine many times.
p

k

1.2 Fork-Join Parallelism Problem

p

Let G = (V; E ) be a DAG representing the fork-join model. There is a non-negative cost function
w, denoting the execution time associated with each vertex. Let W denote the ratio between the
maximum and minimum costs of vertices in V . The cost of a set of vertices B , denoted by w(B ),
is de ned as the maximum cost of a vertex belonging to B .
The problem is de ned as follows: Partition the vertices of the DAG into a set of blocks
B1; B2 : : :Bk such that
 If i ! j is an edge, and if i 2 Bi0 and j 2 Bj0 then i0 < j 0
 Minimize Pki=1 w(Bi)
An antichain in a DAG is a set of incomparable elements, i.e., there is no directed path between
any pair of elements in an antichain. In the context of the fork-join model, an antichain denotes a
set of fork operations followed by a join operation. Essentially, we are asking for a partitioning of
the DAG into a set of antichains (each block is an antichain), such that we minimize the sum of
the costs of the antichains. We also require that for each edge i ! j , the block that i belongs to is
\before" the block j belongs to (in other words, the antichains cannot \cross").
Notice that a greedy algorithm may perform very poorly for the fork-join problem, since it may
spread high cost vertices between several blocks, instead of grouping them in the same one.
3

1.3 Our Results

It is easy to show that the Loading Time Scheduling Problem is NP-complete for arbitrary M (i),
even when there are no precedence constraints, by a reduction from the set-cover problem [6]. (The
elements correspond to tasks, and each subset corresponds to a machine. A task can be done on
a machine if the corresponding element belongs to the set corresponding to the machine.) When
jM (i)j = 1, and   4, the problem can be shown to be NP-complete (and MAX SNP-hard) by
a reduction from the shortest common supersequence problem [6, problem SR8]. Moreover, the
reduction proves the hardness results even for the case of unit loading times. A recent result of [13]
implies that LTSP is NP-complete for  = 3.
Hardness Results: Furthermore, we show that when  is a constant, then there exists an such
that no polynomial time approximation algorithm with a factor  is possible unless P = NP .
We also show that for any constant  , no polynomial time approximation algorithm with a factor
of log n is possible unless NP  DTIME (nO(loglog n) ). (This for the case when the number of
machines is not restricted to a constant.)
Greedy Algorithm: First we show that the greedy algorithm performs poorly for LTSP. The
greedy algorithm is a very natural algorithm for this problem: at each step it schedules the machine on which the maximum number of tasks can
p be performed. We give an example where the
approximation ratio of the greedy algorithm is ( n), even when  = 4. When  = log n, then the
approximation ratio can be as bad as ( logn n ).
Approximation Algorithm: Our main contribution is an approximation algorithm to solve
LTSP approximately. This algorithm achieves a worst case approximation of , where  is the total
number of machines. The idea is to compute for each task i a function which is a lower bound on
the total loading time needed to schedule i. We sort the set of tasks according to this function,
and then schedule the tasks in a greedy manner. The proof of the approximation factor for this
algorithm is quite delicate. We also show that the algorithm can be implemented in O(n log n + e)
time and O(n + e) space, where n and e are the number of vertices and number of edges respectively
in the graph.
From the practical point of view, an approximation factor of  is much better than an approximation factor that is a function of n, since  is typically very small (4 or 5), compared to the size
of the task graph that can have, for example, over 1000 features for an engine block [7].
We also give a second approach that gives a simpler  approximation for LTSP. However, we
believe that the previous method will produce better solutions in practice. In any case, both
approaches are described as they use very di erent techniques.
Finally, we discuss a natural linear programming approach to LTSP and show that the integrality
gap of the integer program derived is ( 1)=4, meaning that this approach is not useful for obtaining
improved approximation factors.
Fork-Join Problem: Sarkar [15] presents a heuristic for solving the fork-join problem, with no
analysis, and conjectures that his heuristic has a constant worst case guarantee. We have been
able to construct an example for which Sarkar's algorithm has a performance of (log n) times
the optimal cost, disproving his conjecture. However, no proof is known that this is also an upper
bound for the algorithm's performance. It should be noted that Sarkar reports that the heuristic
works very well in practice. We show that an instance of the fork-join problem can be mapped to an
instance of LTSP. We use the same technique to obtain an algorithm with an approximation ratio
of O(min(log W; log n)) can be designed for this problem. This is the rst worst case approximation
algorithm for this problem.
Weighted SCS Problem: For the SCS problem where each letter of the alphabet has an arbitrary
weight, we are able to obtain an algorithm with an approximation factor of . Here  is the size of
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the alphabet.

2 Greedy Algorithm
The most obvious algorithm for the Loading Time Scheduling Problem is the greedy algorithm.
This algorithm schedules at each step the machine on which the largest number of tasks can be
performed on a single run. We show that this algorithm can perform very poorly, i.e., it may
achieve an approximation factor of (n= log n).
pn). (See Fig. 2). The rst row
We rst
show
an
example
where
the
approximation
factor
is
(
p
contains n tasks. All these tasks can be performed on machine 3. They can also be performed
on machines 1 and 2 (alternately). The second row contains n tasks, all of which can be performed
on machine 4, as well as on either 1 or 2 (depending on the machine their parent can be done on).
p
Clearly, the maximum
number of tasks that can be done on any single machine initially is 1 + n
p
on machine 1, n on machine 3,pand 0 on machines 2 and 4. The greedy algorithm will schedule
machine 1. p
After performing 1+ n tasks,
greedy algorithm schedules machine 2 and performs
pnthetasks
n
tasks.
Since
there
are
n
+
in all, the greedy algorithm will obtain a solution
another 1+
p
of length n that alternates between thep1's and the 2's. The optimum solution is to schedule all
the tasks on machines 3 and 4. First do n tasks on machine 3, then do the remaining n tasks on
machine 4.
(1,3)

(1,4) (1,4)

(2,3)

:::

(2,4) (2,4)

(1,3)

(1,4) (1,4)

(2,3)

(2,4) (2,4)

Figure 2: Bad example for the greedy algorithm.
We now show how to modify this instance so as to obtain an instance for which the performance
ratio of the greedy algorithm can be as bad as (n= log n). The idea is to extend the instance
depicted in Fig. 2 to an instance containing k (to be de ned later) replicas of this instance, connected
in \levels".
Our basic building block has the same structure as the instance depicted in Fig. 2. It has two
layers, where each layer induces a chain. The rst layer contains r (to be de ned later) tasks, and
each task in the rst layer has 2 successors in the second layer. Let u and v be two tasks in the
rst layer: the sets induced by the successors of u and v in the second layer are disjoint.
We will now connect k instances of our basic building block in levels. Let the building blocks be
denoted by B1; : : :; Bk , where the indices are ordered according to levels. For 1  i  k, in block
Bi , the value of r is equal to 2i . For 1  i < k: there is a single outgoing edge from the j th task
in the second layer of block Bi to the j th task in the rst layer of block Bi+1 , for 1  j  2i .
In block Bi , for 1  i  k:
1. All tasks in the rst layer can be performed on machine `i , and all tasks in the second layer
can be performed on machine `0i .
5

2. In the rst layer: (i) all tasks such that their distance from the beginning of the layer is odd,
and their successors in the second layer, can be performed on the same machine, denoted by
oi . (ii) all tasks such that their distance from the beginning of the layer is even, and their
successors in the second layer, can be performed on the same machine, denoted by ei .
This construction can be thought of as a tree, where all edges are directed towards the leaves.
The optimal algorithm will traverse the tree in a BFS fashion. In other words, it will perform
the tasks block-by-block, where the cost of each block is 2, since each layer has to be scheduled
separately. Thus, the cost of an optimal algorithm is 2k. In contrast, the greedy algorithm will
traverse the tree in a DFS fashion. This follows since, at each step, there is a greedy
P choice that
complies with a DFS traversal of the tree. The costPof the greedy algorithm is ki=1 2i , yielding
that the performance ratio of the greedy algorithm is ki=1 2i=(2k). The number of tasks that need
to be processed is denoted by n. We choose k = (log n), yielding that the approximation factor
of the greedy algorithm can be as bad as (n= log n).

3 Approximation Algorithms

The main idea behind the algorithm is to compute a function T  (i) that represents the lower bound
on the total loading time incurred to schedule task i on any machine. For each task i, let Pred(i)
denote the set of predecessors of i in G.
We rst compute the function T (i; j ) which is a lower bound on the time incurred if task i is
scheduled on machine mj . T  (i) is the time for scheduling task i as quickly as possible on any
machine mj 2 M (i). T (i) = minm 2M (i) T (i; j ) where m (i) = mj ; such that T (i; j ) = T  (i).
We now de ne T (i; j ).
8
>< 1
if mj 2= M (i)
if Pred(i) = ;
T (i; j ) = > `(mj )
: maxi 2Pred(i)fmin(T (ip; j ); T (ip) + `(mj ))g otherwise
For each task we create a vertical interval of length `(m(i)), with the lower end of the interval
at distance T (i) from the x axis (see Fig. 3). Two intervals are said to overlap, if there is a
horizontal line that cuts both the intervals. The following two propositions are immediate.
Proposition 1 To compute T (i; j ) we only need to consider the immediate predecessors of i.
Proposition 2 If ip 2 Pred(i) then T (ip)  T (i).
We now give a high level description of the algorithm. Assume that S is the set of tasks that
still needs to be scheduled (initially S is the entire set of tasks). The algorithm sweeps a horizontal
line from top to bottom. When the sweep-line crosses the lower end of the vertical interval, we
schedule the task. Assume that task x is the rst task to be scheduled on m (x). At this point we
also schedule other tasks that can be done on m(x) (R will denote the set of these tasks).
j

p

Algorithm:

Step 1. The set S is sorted by increasing T  (i) value (the lower end of the intervals). If T  (i) =
T (j ), and i 2 Pred(j ), then i occurs before j in S .
Step 2. Pick the rst task from S and call it x.
Step 3. Pick as many tasks from S as can be performed on m (x). Formally, let R = fy j (m (x) 2
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Task i

`(m (j ))
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Figure 3: Example to show two non-overlapping intervals.

M (y )) ^ [(8z 2 S \ Pred(y )); m (x) 2 M (z)]g.
Step 4. Schedule R on m(x).
Step 5. Remove R from S and return to Step 2.
Notice that for any two tasks i and i0, if i0 2 Pred(i), then T  (i0)  T  (i), and i0 precedes i in the
set S . Hence, the solution produced by the above algorithm is feasible. Let OPT be the cost of the
optimal solution (with minimum loading time to complete all the tasks).

Lemma 3 For any i, OPT  T (i).
Proof: We show that T (i; j ) is a lower bound on the time elapsed if task i is scheduled on machine

mj . In other words, we show that in any feasible solution, in which task i is scheduled on machine
mj , the sum of the loading times of all the machines which are scheduled before, or, at the same
time when task i is scheduled, is at least T (i; j ). Note that this would imply, for any i, OPT
 T (i).
The proof is by induction on the levels in the DAG. For tasks at level 0, (de ned by Pred(i) = ;),
it is obviously true, since T (i; j ) = `(mj ) if mj 2 M (i). Assume it is true for tasks in the rst k
levels. Consider now a task i at level k + 1. Let mj 2 M (i), and let ip be a predecessor of i. In
any feasible solution, ip is scheduled before, or, at the same time as i. Assume that ip is scheduled
on machine mj .
p

By the induction hypothesis, the sum of the loading times of all the machines which are scheduled before, or, with task ip, is at least T (ip; jp). There are two cases to be considered:

(a) j = jp: then, at best, task i can be scheduled with task ip, and hence the sum of the loading
times of all the machines which are scheduled before, or, with i, is at least T (ip; j ) .
(b) j 6= jp : in this case, i is scheduled strictly later than ip , and hence the sum of the loading
times of all the machines which are scheduled before, or, with i, is at least T (ip ; jp)+ `(mj ) 
T (ip) + `(mj ).
7

The above implies that the sum of the loading times of all the machines which are scheduled
before, or, with i, is at least maxi 2Pred(i)fmin(T (ip; j ); T (ip) + `(mj ))g = T (i; j )
p

Lemma 4 Let x be a task picked in Step 2. Let y 2 S such that m(x) = m(y). If the intervals
of x and y overlap, then y 2 R.
Proof: Suppose that there exists a task z 2 S \ Pred(y), such that m(x) 2= M (z), and
T (x)  T (z)  T (y ). This implies that T (z; m(x)) = 1, and T (z; m(y )) = 1. Since
z 2 Pred(y ), T (y ) = T (y; m(y )) = T (y; m(x))  min(T (z; m(y )); T (z) + `(m(y ))). This
proves that T  (y )  T  (z ) + `(m (y ))  T  (x) + `(m(y )), contradicting the assumption that the
intervals of x and y overlap.

Theorem 5 The total loading time incurred for any particular machine mj in a schedule output
by the algorithm is at most maxi T (i).
Proof: Consider any particular machine mj . This machine may occur in the schedule many times.

Each time the loading time is incurred for the rst task (in particular, the task picked in Step 2).
We \charge" this task for the loading time. By Lemma 4 the intervals for the tasks that get charged
for loading machine mj do not overlap. Hence, the total charge on the loading times for machine
mj is T  (L(j )) where L(j ) is the last task to be charged for machine mj .
We conclude with the following theorem.

Theorem 6 If the total number of machines is , the total loading time is at most   maxi T (i) 
  OPT.

3.1 Implementation

Theorem 7 The algorithm can be implemented in O(n log n + e) time and O(n + e) space, where
n and e are the number of vertices and number of edges respectively in the DAG.

Proof: Note that the computation of T (i; j ) and T (i) can be done in O(e) time, by topologically

sorting the DAG, and then doing a local computation at every task, according to the order in which
the tasks appear in the topological sort. As mentioned before, the value of T (i; j ) can be computed
by just looking at the immediate predecessors of task i, and therefore the local computation for
task i takes O(  indeg (i)) time, where indeg (i) is the in-degree of task i. For each task we need
to store  values, so the total space requirement is O(n).
The rest of the algorithm is implemented as follows: For each task we maintain its in-degree
in the current DAG (the tasks that are already scheduled are not in the current DAG). For each
of the  machines, we store a doubly linked list of pointers to tasks in the current DAG with
the following property. Let m and i be a machine and task respectively, with m 2 M (i). If the
in-degree of i in the current DAG is 0, then the linked list for m contains task i. We also store
back pointers (at most ) from i to facilitate deletion in constant time. The sorted list S of tasks
is implemented as a doubly linked list with back pointers from the tasks in the DAG. Note that
all this requires O(n) space.
Call the following one phase of the algorithm. Let x be the rst task in the current set S . Using
the linked list for m (x) nd set R. Remove all tasks in R from the DAG, update all the doubly
linked lists and the in-degree of the tasks.
P
We will now show that a phase of the algorithm can be implemented in O( r2R outdeg (r))
time, where outdeg (r) is the out-degree of task r in the original DAG. Since every node is in
8

R once, the time bound follows. We use an additional Queue of size O(n) to do this. R is also
implemented as a linked list.
Put all the tasks in the list for machine m(x) in the Queue. Repeatedly do the following until
the Queue is empty. Remove a task from the Queue, delete it from S and the linked lists for all the
machines and add it to R. For all its immediate successors, if i is an immediate successor, decrease
indeg (i) by 1. If indeg (i) becomes 0 then if
(a) m(x) 2 M (i), then add i to the Queue,
(b) m(x) 2= M (i), then add i to the linked list for every machine m such that m 2 M (i).
When the Queue is empty we use the back pointers to delete every task in R from S . Note that in
a phase of the algorithm, every task i that is added to the Queue, ends up in R. Since i is added
at most once to the Queue, and for i we do O(  outdeg (i)) work, the bound follows.

3.2 Universal Sequences

A universal sequence is an in nite list of machines such that if the machines are scheduled according
to the list, then any set of tasks can be performed on them, independent of the DAG. This concept
was recently suggested by Yishay Mansour [12] in the context of randomized approximation algorithms which can be shown to achieve an expected approximation factor of  1. The diculty
with this approach is that it may generate a universal sequence of exponential length. Yossi Azar
[1] suggested a way to make it deterministic, but this increased the approximation ratio by a factor
of 2. Here we show how to get a  approximation in polynomial time deterministically. We describe
a deterministic  approximation algorithm that also generates a universal sequence.
Recall that `(mj ) is the loading time of machine mj . Let set Sj = fk  `(mj )jk = 1; 2; : : :g be
an in nite set. De ne S = [j=1 Sj .
Sort the elements of set S in non-decreasing order and output the machines in that order (in
case of a tie the machine with lower index comes rst) This is an (in nite) universal sequence.
Example: Suppose we have 3 machines with loading times of 2, 3 and 7 respectively. S1 =
f2; 4; 6; 8; 10; 12; : : :g; S2 = f3; 6; 9; 12; : : :g and S3 = f7; 14; : : :g.
If we sort S in non-decreasing order, the sequence that we obtain is: 2; 3; 4; 6; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 12; 12; 14; 14 : : :
The corresponding sequence of machines is m1 ; m2; m1; m1; m2; m3; m1; m2; m1; m1; m2; m1; m3 : : :
To obtain the actual schedule of machines, we will scan the universal sequence (from left to
right) and output a machine if it can do one or more ready jobs from the DAG. The completed
jobs will then be deleted from the DAG. A potential problem with this scheme is that the portion
of the universal sequence that we need to generate may be exponential in length. One way to
address this is to keep track of the set of \ready" machines at each step by examining the DAG,
i.e., machines that can do one or more ready jobs. We then need to output the next such machine
from the universal sequence. This can easily be done very eciently.
We now prove that the total loading time of the machines in the pre x of the universal sequence
that was generated, does not exceed   OPT. Let the loading time of a sequence of machines be
the total loading time of all the machines in the sequence.

Theorem 8 Any sequence of machines (over m1; m2; : : :m) with total loading time l occurs as a
subsequence of a pre x of the universal sequence of total loading time at most   l.
Proof: First of all note that, in the construction of the universal sequence, if we restrict the largest

element in set S to l (call this nite set S l), then we get a pre x of the universal sequence of total
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loading time at most   l. This follows from the de nition of universal sequence and the fact that,
for any machine, the total loading time of all of its instances outputted for S l , is upper bounded by
l. Let U l be the pre x of the universal sequence thus
P generated. Let M = m 1 ; m 2 ; m 3 : : :m
be a sequence of machines of total loading time kj=1 `(m ) = l. We now show that M is a
subsequence of U l thus proving the theorem. Let f be a function that assigns numbers to the k
machines in the sequence M de ned as:
(a) f (m 1 ) = `(m 1 )
(b) f (m ) = smallest integer in S > f (m 1 ) if i  i 1 ; i > 1
(c) f (m ) = smallest integer in S  f (m 1 ) if i > i 1 ; i > 1
that f (m ) f (m 1 )  `(m ); i > 1 and f (m 1 ) = `(m 1 ). Therefore f (m ) 
Pk Note
`
(
m
) = l. Also note that the numbers assigned by f to the machines in the sequence M
j =1
form a nondecreasing sequence with ties only when the earlier machine has lower index. Finally
note that the number assigned to any machine mi is from the set Si. Therefore the sequence of
numbers f (m 1 ); f (m 2 ) : : :f (m ) forms a subsequence of the sorted elements of the set S l and
the sequence M forms a subsequence of U l .
k

j

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i
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3.3 Integrality gap

In this section we discuss a natural linear programming approach to the loading time scheduling
problem. We prove that the integrality gap for the integer program that we will construct is
( 1)=4, meaning that this approach cannot yield improved approximation factors. In fact, the
integrality gap holds for the shortest common supersequence problem as well. Recall that the
shortest common supersequence problem is a special case of the loading time scheduling problem
by viewing alphabet letters as machines, and each sequence as de ning precedence constraints
between tasks. For example, a sequence a1 ; : : :; ak corresponds to tasks t1 ; : : :; tk such that: (i)
tasks t1 ; : : :; ti 1 must be executed before task ti , for all 2  i  k; (ii) task ti can only be executed
on the machine corresponding to letter ai , for all 1  i  k.
Our instance of the loading time scheduling problem is a DAG consisting of chains, where
each task can be performed on a single machine. Suppose there are  machines, m1 ; : : :; m . The
machines on which the tasks can be performed in each chain induce a permutation of 1; : : :; , and
there are ! chains altogether.
A fractional schedule is de ned as follows. At each time slot we allow a fraction of a machine to
be scheduled with the following constraints: (i) the sum of the fractions of the machines scheduled
together at a time slot cannot exceed 1, and (ii) a fraction of a task can be performed in time
slot t, only if an fraction of all of its predecessors has already been completed up to time slot t0 ,
where t0 < t. (We omit the details of de ning a fractional solution for arbitrary instances of the
loading time scheduling problem, since our goal here is proving a lower bound).
Let the length of our fractional schedule for the above instance be 2 1. At each time slot, a
fraction of 1= of each machine is scheduled. It is easy to verify that all ! chains of tasks can be
performed using this schedule.
In contrast, we claim that the length (number of time slots) of any integral solution S is at least
(2). This is proved as follows. Scan S from left to right, and stop when all machines are recorded.
Without loss of generality, suppose that m is the last machine recorded. Let j be the place in
the list where m appears. Clearly, j  . Resume the scanning of the list and stop again when
all machines m1 ; : : :; m 1 are recorded. Without loss of generality, suppose that m 1 is the last
10

machine recorded. Let j 1 be the place in the list where m 1 appears. Clearly, j 1  2 1.
Repeat the scanning, and let j 2 ; :::; j1 be de ned similarly. There are two cases. If the list S is
exhausted before ji is de ned, (for some i  1), then the chain of tasks that corresponds to the
permutation m ; m 1; : : :; m1 cannot be performed by S . Otherwise, the length of S is at least
j1, which is ( 1)=2, yielding that the integrality gap is at least ( 1)=4.

4 Hardness Results
We prove the following two theorems regarding the Loading Time Scheduling Problem. These hold
even for the restricted case, when each job can be done only on a single machine.

Theorem 9 For any constant , there does not exist a polynomial time algorithm that has an
approximation factor of (log n) , unless NP  DTIME (nO(loglog n) ).
Theorem 10 There does not exist a polynomial time  -approximation algorithm for some constant , unless P = NP .

The main idea is to take an instance X of a restricted version of the SCS problem, and to convert
it into a \large" instance of the LTSP problem. This is done by modifying the construction in [9].
Using an approximation algorithm for the LTSP problem, we are able to obtain a c-approximation
algorithm for the restricted SCS problem, for any c. We then use the fact that the restricted
SCS problem is MAX SNP-hard, so a c-approximation algorithm would imply the existence of an
algorithm to nd the optimal solution with the same running time.

4.1 Preliminaries

De nition 1 An LDAG is an acyclic digraph for which each vertex is labeled by a single letter
(from a given alphabet).

De nition 2 A minimal supersequence z of an LDAG is de ned as follows:
 If the LDAG is empty, then z = ;
 Let a be the rst letter of z, i.e., z = a  z1, then some indegree 0 node in the LDAG is labeled
with a; and z1 is a minimal supersequence of the LDAG obtained by deleting all indegree 0
nodes that have label a.

Note that a supersequence of an LDAG is any sequence that contains a minimal supersequence
of the LDAG as a subsequence.

De nition 3 Let X1; X2; : : :; Xk be a collection of LDAG's. Let X = X1  X2    Xk denote the

LDAG that is obtained by connecting each Xi to Xi+1 by a set of directed edges that go from each
vertex of out-degree 0 in Xi , to each vertex of in-degree 0 in Xi+1 .

The following de nitions from [9] are extended to LDAG's.

De nition 4 Let  and 0 be two alphabets. Let a 2  and b 2 0 be two letters. The product
a  b is the composite letter (a; b) 2   0.
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De nition 5 The product of an LDAG X and a letter b is the LDAG (X  b) obtained by taking
the product of the label of each vertex of X with b. (The structure of the LDAG stays the same,
only the labels change.)

De nition 6 The product of an LDAG X and a sequence y = b1 : : :bk is the LDAG (X  y) =
(X  b1 )  (X  b2)    (X  bk ).
De nition 7 The product of an LDAG X with a set Y = fy1; : : :; yng of sequences is denoted by
(X  Y ) = [ni=1 (X  yi ).
De nition 8 Let X be a set of sequences, where each sequence is also viewed as a chain. Then,
X k = X k 1  X , where k > 1.
The size of X k is nk , where n is the size of X . The alphabet size of X k is mk , where m is the
alphabet size of X .

De nition 9 By z[a : : :b], we denote the substring of z from position a to position b.
Proposition 11 Let X = X1  X2    Xk where each Xi is an LDAG. Let zi be a minimal supersequence for Xi . Then, z = z1  z2  : : :  zk is a minimal supersequence for X .
Proposition 12 Let X = X1  X2    Xk where each Xi is an LDAG. Let z be a minimal supersequence for X . We can write z as z1  z 0 , where z1 is a minimal supersequence for X1 and z 0 is a
minimal supersequence for X2    Xk .
Observe that we can obtain the unique decomposition of z in time O(jz j), by scanning z . Let X

be an LDAG and z be a supersequence of X . Let the length of the smallest pre x z 0 of z which is
a supersequence of X be denoted by the function g (X; z ) = jz 0j. The pre x z 0 can be computed in
polynomial time by scanning z and X . Let z 00 be a subsequence of z 0 such that z 00 is also a minimal
supersequence of X . Let the function h(X; z ) = z 00 . Note that z 00 is unique for a xed (X; z ) pair
and can be computed and extracted from z in polynomial time.

4.2 Main Lemmas

Lemma 13 Let X be a set of sequences, and z a supersequence of X k. We can nd k minimal

supersequences z1 ; z2 : : :zk of X such that the product of the length of these sequences is at most
the length of z , i.e., jz1 j  jz2j   jzk j  jz j. Hence we can nd a supersequence of X of size at most
jzj1=k. This can be done in time which is polynomial in jX kj.

Proof: The proof is by induction on k. The lemma is clearly true for k = 1. We prove the

induction step separately, in Lemma 14.
Consider X k , where X is a set of sequences and consider a sequence a1 :a2: : : ::a` in X . Corresponding to this sequence, there is an LDAG in X k of the form (X k 1  a1 )  (X k 1  a2 )    (X k 1 
a` ).

Lemma 14 Let X be a set of sequences and let z be a supersequence for X k . In time polynomial in
jX kj we can nd z0 such that jz0j = jzj and a decomposition z0 = (z1 x1)(z2 x2 )    (zr xr ), where
each zi is a minimal supersequence of X k 1 , xi is a letter of the alphabet of X , and x = x1  x2    xr
is a minimal supersequence of X . This implies that for some j; jzj j  jxj  jz 0j = jz j.
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Proof: We give a constructive proof. Let S = fxijxi appears as the rst letter in some sequence
of X g and let xp be a letter in S for which minx 2S g ((X k 1  xi ); z ) is attained. Delete z 00 =
h((X k 1  xp ); z) from z, yielding sequence z 0 . Output z00 , which is a minimal supersequence for
(X k 1  xp). Replace X k by X k 1  X1 where X1 is obtained by replacing every sequence of the
form xp  Y (in X ) with Y .
Note that jz 0j + jz 00j = jz j. We claim that z 00  z 0 is a supersequence for X k for the following
i

reasons.
 For an LDAG in X k of the form R = (X k 1  xp)  T we have by the previous propositions
that h(R; z ) = z 00  t , where t is a minimal supersequence of T and is a subsequence of
z[g ((X k 1  xp ); z) + 1 : : : jzj]. Hence t is a subsequence of z 0 . Thus z00  z0 contains a minimal
supersequence of R.
 For any LDAG in X k of the form R = (X k 1  xi)  T , where xi 6= xp we have by the
propositions and by the fact g ((X k 1  xi ); z )  g ((X k 1  xp ); z ) that h(R; z ) = h(R; z 00  z 0).
Thus z 00  z 0 contains a minimal supersequence of R
Therefore z 0 is a supersequence for the modi ed X k . We iteratively apply this procedure to z 0 with
the modi ed X k given by X k 1 X1 until X1 is empty. It is easy to see that if this algorithm outputs
L1 ; L2; : : :; Lr sequences in that order then each Li is a minimal supersequence of (X k 1  xi ) for
some xi letter in the alphabet of X and x1  x2  : : :    xr is a minimal supersequence of X . The
running time of the algorithm is polynomial in jX k j.

Lemma 15 Given a supersequence z of X k , we can compute a supersequence z0 of X of size
jz0j = jzj1=k in time polynomial in jX kj. Hence, given a polynomial time approximation algorithm
that achieves an approximation factor of f (N ) (where N is the input size) whose instance is X k ,
we can construct an f 1=k (N )-approximation algorithm for the problem whose instance is X that
runs in time polynomial in jX k j.

Proof: Let OPTk be the size of the optimal solution for the problem whose instance is X k.

The optimal solution for the problem whose instance is X is exactly OPT = OPTk1=k . This
follows from the previous proposition and the fact that if Y is a supersequence for X then Y k is
a supersequence for X k . Assume there exists a polynomial time f (N )-approximation algorithm
for the LTSP problem. This means that in polynomial time we can nd a supersequence for the
instance of X k , which is of size at most f (N )  OPTk . But this implies the size of the solution for
the problem whose instance is X is at most (f (N )  OPTk )1=k = f 1=k (N )  OPT .

4.3 Proofs of Theorems

In the following proofs we use a restricted version of the SCS problem, where there are no consecutive
run of the same alphabet in the sequences. Note that an instance of this restricted version of the
SCS problem is also an instance of LTSP, with unit loading time. This problem is MAX SNP-hard
(see Section 6), for alphabet size four or more. This implies that there is a constant c, such that
if there exists a polynomial time c-approximation algorithm for the restricted SCS problem, then
P = NP . In other words, there is a constant c, such that if there exists a DTIME (nO(loglog n) )
time c-approximation algorithm for the restricted SCS problem, then NP  DTIME (nO(loglog n) ).
Let X be an instance of size n, of the restricted SCS problem, over an alphabet of size four.
We rst prove Theorem 9.
Proof: Let c be the constant such that for the problem with instance X , there does not exist
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a DTIME (nO(loglog n) ) time c-approximation algorithm, unless NP  DTIME (nO(loglog n) ). We
will show that if there is a polynomial time (log n) approximation algorithm for LTSP (for any  ),
then we can construct a c-approximation algorithm for the restricted SCS problem, that runs in
DTIME (nO(loglog n) ) time. This would imply that NP  DTIME (nO(loglog n) ).
Suppose we are given a polynomial time approximation algorithm that achieves an approximation factor of f (N ) (where N is the input size), for LTSP. Since X and hence X k is an instance of
LTSP, by Lemma 15, applying this algorithm to instance X k , would imply an approximation factor
of f 1=k (nk ) for instance X . We would like to choose k such that f 1=k (nk )  c. Hence, we require
f (nk ) < ck . Let f (n) = log n, and thus (k log n) < ck . We now pick

k = 2 logc log n + 2 logc 
and this yields a c-approximation algorithm for X that runs in time O(poly(N )), where N = nk is
O(nO(log log n) ).
We now prove Theorem 10.

Proof: The idea is the same as the previous proof. The only di erence is that k will be chosen to be

a constant. Let c be the constant such that there does not exist a polynomial time c-approximation
algorithm for instance X unless P = NP . Let us choose k = log4 . Since the alphabet size of X
four, the problem whose instance is X k has alphabet size 4log4  = . Let = log4 c. If there exists
a polynomial time  -approximation algorithm for LTSP, for constant  machines, then there exists
a polynomial time  =k = 4 -approximation algorithm for the problem whose instance is X . But,
4 = c, so we get a contradiction. Finally, note that c < 3, since there exists a polynomial time
3-approximation algorithm.

5 Fork-Join Problems
Given an instance of the Fork-Join problem, we show how to create an instance of the LTSP such
that the ratio of the cost of their optimal solutions is a constant. If W is the highest execution time
instruction, (assuming that the lowest execution time is 1), in the Fork-Join problem, then for the
instance of the LTSP,  = log W . We then use our approximation algorithm to solve the instance
of LTSP within a factor log W . We nally show that any solution for the LTSP instance can be
mapped back to a solution for the Fork-Join problem instance without any cost increase. This
yields an algorithm with approximation ratio O(log W ) for the Fork-Join problem. We would also
like to mention that a slight modi cation of this technique yields an algorithm with approximation
ratio O(log n) where n is the number of nodes.

5.1 Mapping a Fork-Join instance to an LTSP instance

The instance of the Fork-Join problem is given as a DAG (V; U ). V is the set of nodes and U is
the set of edges. Every node is labeled with an execution cost. Assume all the execution costs in
the Fork-Join problem are between 1 and W . This can be achieved by a proper scaling. Increase
any cost that lies in the range (2i ; 2i+1] to 2i+1 . Note that now we have  dlog W e distinct costs
and the cost of any solution of the original problem gets increased by at most a factor of 2.
We now create a new DAG (V 0 ; U 0) by introducing jU j new nodes, each with execution cost 0
and by replacing the ith edge (x; y ) by two edges (x; ri) and (ri ; y ), where ri is the ith new node.
Note that this changes neither the set of feasible solutions nor the cost associated with them.
We map this new instance of the Fork-Join problem to an instance of the LTSP as follows. The
underlying DAG for the LTSP is the same, i.e., V 0 is mapped to the set of tasks and U 0 is the set
14

of edges. For every distinct execution cost wi we introduce a machine mi with loading cost wi,
thus w0 = 0 and wj = 2j ; j  1 and   dlog W e + 1. For every node j 2 V 0 , M (j ) = fmi jwi 
execution cost of node jg.

Lemma 16 If OPTLTSP is the size of the optimal solution for the instance of LTSP and OPTFJ
the size of the optimal solution for the original instance of the Fork-Join problem then OPTLTSP 
4  OPTFJ .
0 be the size of the optimal solution for the instance of the Fork-Join problem
Proof: Let OPTFJ
0  2  OPTFJ . Also note that any
created by our mapping scheme. We have already argued OPTFJ

parallel execution of instructions with execution costs in the set (2k1 ; 2k2 : : : 2k ) where (k1 > k2 : : : >
kl) can be replaced by exactly one execution of each of the machines in the set (mk1 ; mk2 : : :mk )
in any order, with at most a doubling of the cost. This is because 2k1 + 2k2 : : : + 2k  2  2k1 .
0  4  OPTFJ
Therefore OPTLTSP  2  OPTFJ
l

l

l

Proposition 17 Any feasible solution for the LTSP is a feasible solution for the instance of the
Fork-Join problem, obtained by mapping tasks to instructions.
Theorem 18 An algorithm with an approximation ratio of O(min(log W; log n)) can be designed

for the problem of generating code for a parallel machine.

5.2 Sarkar's algorithm

Let pred(v ) be the cost of the heaviest weight path from some node of indegree 0 to v , and let succ(v )
be the cost of the most expensive path from v to some node of outdegree 0. Note that they do not
include the cost of v itself. Sarkar calls pred(v ) the Earliest Starting Time and DAGCP succ(v )
the Latest Completion Time of node v , where DAGCP is the weight of the heaviest weight path
in the DAG.
The algorithm works in phases. Each phase has 5 steps:
(1) Set k to the node with largest execution cost. The set CurBlock is initialized to k.
(2) Compute pred(v ) and succ(v ) for every node v . Let TPRED = pred(k), TSUCC = succ(k) .
(3) Compute ParallelSet, the set of nodes that can execute concurrently with k.
(4) Repeatedly do:
choose a NODE j from ParallelSet so as to minimize
max(TPRED ; pred(j )) + max(TSUCC ; succ(j )):
Put j in CurBlock. ParallelSet is updated to contain nodes which can be done in parallel
with nodes in CurBlock and TPRED = max(TPRED ; pred(j )), TSUCC = max(TSUCC ; succ(j ))
(5) If ParallelSet = ; then collapse all nodes in CurBlock to node k, i.e., all the nodes in
CurBlock will be done with node k in the nal schedule. Go back to step (1) with the
reduced DAG, and we mark k to be a vertex that cannot be picked by step (1).
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5.3 Bad example for Sarkar's algorithm

Let G = (V; E ) be a DAG representing the fork-join model, where there is a non-negative cost
function w, denoting the execution time, associated with each vertex. We will denote each vertex
in V by a rectangle whose vertical length is proportional to its cost. Consider an instance of the
fork-join problem where the DAG is a collection of log n chains each of unit total cost. Vertices in
each chain have the same cost. The rst chain has one vertex, the second chain has two vertices, the
third chain has four vertices, the fth chain has eight vertices etc. The last chain has n=2 vertices.
We claim that any solution to this fork-join instance has cost at least 12 log n. Consider any solution
for this instance, it is a set of blocks B1 ; B2 : : :Bk as de ned before. Note that there must be one
block of cost 1, one other block of cost at least 1=2 (because there are two vertices of cost 1=2 which
cannot be in the same block), two other blocks of cost 1=4 (because there are four vertices of cost
1=4 and only two of them can be in the previous blocks), four other blocks of cost 1=8 and so on.
So the total cost of the blocks must be at least 1 + 1=2 + 2  1=4 + 4  1=8 : : : n4 n2 = 1=2 + 12 log n
3 nodes merged in
Phase 1
3 nodes merged in
Phase 2
Solid rectangles
are "seperators"

3 nodes merged in
Phase 3
3 nodes merged in
Phase 4
Chain 3
Chain 2
Chain S.

n = 8, m = 2

Chain 1

Figure 4: Bad example for Sarkars algorithm
We now construct a bad example for Sarkar's algorithm. Consider chain X constructed by
concatenating the chains of the previous example in order. That is, chain i + 1 is placed directly
after chain i. Between chain i and i +1 we introduce a vertex of unit cost, and a new vertex of unit
cost is placed on top of this chain. We call these newly introduced unit cost vertices \separator"
vertices. Now concatenate m copies of X to obtain a new chain S . From S we create log n chains,
where the ith chain is obtained by removing from S all the vertices strictly before the ith (from
top) \separator" vertex. An example for n = 8; m = 2 is shown in Fig. 4. Note that the edges in
the chain go from top to bottom.
Sarkar's algorithm when applied to our example does the following. In the ith phase it merges
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the ith (from top) \separator" vertices of the chains, for the rst (m log n) phases. This is because
each \separator" vertex has unit cost (the largest cost for any vertex), and the merging leads to
no increase in TPRED or TSUCC if the rst vertex to be picked (vertex k in the algorithm) for the
phase is the \separator" vertex in the longest chain. Note also that the vertices between the ith
and (i + 1)th merged \separator" vertices are an instance of the fork-join problem, mentioned at
the beginning of the section for which the cost of any solution is at least 12 log n. So the solution
produced by Sarkar's algorithm would have cost at least (m log2 n), but the optimal solution is
just the length of the longest chain, which is 2m log n. Therefore (for large m) Sarkar's algorithm
gives a (log n) approximation.

6 NP-completeness Proof
We prove that the Loading Time Scheduling Problem is NP-complete even for the case of a constant
number of machines, and M (i) = 1, by a polynomial time reduction from the Shortest Common
Supersequence problem [6, problem SR8]).
Shortest Common Supersequence: Given a nite alphabet , nite set R of sequences from
 , and a positive integer K . Is there a string X 2  with jX j  K such that each sequence
S i 2 R is a subsequence of X , i.e., X = x0 si1 x1si2 : : :sip xp where each xj 2  and S i = si1 si2 : : :sip ?
This problem is known to be NP-complete even when jj = 5 [11] as well as when jj = 2 [14].
Recently, it has been show to be MAX SNP-hard over a binary alphabet as well [2].

Theorem 19 LTSP is NP-complete and MAX SNP-hard for   4.
Proof: It is easy to see that the problem is in NP since we can verify a given partitioning of V
easily. We will prove that it is NP-hard by a reduction from the ShortestPCommon Supersequence
problem (SCS). Assume that R contains sequences S 1; : : :; S `, and that ` jS i j = n.
i=1

We will prove the problem NP-complete and MAX SNP-hard for the case when each task can
be done only on a single machine, i.e., jM (i)j = 1, and  = 4. A sequence x1x2 : : : simply denotes a
set of tasks, such that task i can be done on machine xi , and that xi needs to be done before xi+1 .
The set of machines is  [ 0 , where 0 = fa0 ja 2 g. We are assuming that for every a 2 ; a0 is
a new letter not already in . So the number of machines is twice the alphabet size. The loading
time for all the machines is the same (unit loading time).
For the reduction, we create a set R0 of chains C 1 ; : : :; C ` .
0
R = fs1 s01 s2 s02 s3 s03 : : :sp s0p js1 : : :sp 2 Rg. In other words, we replace every letter sj by sj s0j .
We claim that the optimal schedule for the LTSP has loading time 2K if and only if the shortest
supersequence of the SCS is of length K .
We rst prove that if the shortest supersequence is of size K then there is a schedule with
loading time 2K . Let the shortest supersequence be X = X1X2 : : :XK , where Xi 2 . We leave it
to the reader to verify that X1 X10 : : :XK XK0 is a valid schedule for all the chains.
We now prove that if the shortest supersequence is of length K , then any schedule must have
length  2K . Let the schedule have length L. We can view this schedule as a sequence X from the
alphabet  [ 0 of length L. From this sequence we obtain 2 sequences X 0 and X 00. X 0 is obtained
from X by removing all the letters from 0 . X 00 is obtained from X by removing all the letters
from , and then substituting every letter by its corresponding letter in  (i.e., replace s0j by sj ).
Note that both X 0 and X 00 are supersequences for the SCS. Therefore jX 0j  K and jX 00j  K .
Thus, L = jX 0j + jX 00j  2K .
The following theorem is obvious.
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Theorem 20 The Loading Time Scheduling Problem can be solved in polynomial time for  = 2.
A recent result of [13] implies that LTSP is NP-complete for  = 3.

7 Weighted Shortest Common Supersequence problem
As an application of our result we give a  approximation algorithm for the WSCS problem. WSCS
is a generalization of the SCS problem where the letters in the alphabet have weights associated
with them and we want to compute a common supersequence with minimum weight. Note that,
if with every letter of the alphabet, we associate a machine, with loading time equal to the weight
of the letter, then the sequence of machines that correspond to the optimal solution to the WSCS
instance, would occur as a subsequence of a pre x of the universal sequence of total loading time at
most   OPT. Here OPT is the weight of the optimal solution of the WSCS instance. This follows
from the fact that Theorem 8 holds even for those schedules where consecutive schedules of the
same machine are allowed. So the algorithm presented in Subsection 3.2 gives a  approximation
for the WSCS problem.
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